
THE APPLICATION OF SYSTEMS THEORY IN BIOLOGY.
 

AN INTRODUCTION* 

A. A. VER VEEN 

Starting point: tbe basic model 

If we look around us at what is going on and observe it carefully, we can make 
the following statements about what we see: 

Organisms (plants and animais, including man) are in constant interaction 
with their environment. (I) 

The environment is not statie; it changes constantly. (2) 

Organisms react to these changes in their environment, and in their turn they 
influence the environment by their activities. (3) 

In these three sentences something essential about the functioning of living 
organisms is expressed in words. And this is done in such a way that, taken to
gether, these sentences form a verbal model. Two 'things' are mentioned, things 
we can only name by indicating them here: the things we call organisms and also 
the things we eaU environment. To he able to make this model, we had to make 
agreements (alheit unspoken) about the names, and ifwe are to avoid confusion 
we must hold to these agreements. The six words with which the first sentence 
hegins form a reminder of the agreement about indication. This is the basic or 
fundamental agreement we must maintain in proceeding with the analysis. We 
can now make an agreement about the concept 'environment' by saying that we 
shall call the coUection of all the things (living and non-living) outside an or
ganism its environment. 

We can understand a verbal model by reading or hearing it. But this takes 
time and, in addition, we must a1so he able to rememher exactly what we have 
just read or heard. It is much easier to grasp a model by looking at it. For this 
purpose we use drawings or photographs comparable to the comic strips and 
photographs in newspapers. But if these graphic representations are to he un
derstood, agreements must first he made about the mode of representation. 

* With the permission of the editors of Intermediair. Dutch version ill Intermediair, 8 (1972), 
nr. 26, p. 23-25, and nr. 27, p. 13-17. 
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118 A. A. VERVEEN 

Consequently, I propose to make an agreement with you as reader that in 
this paper and for its duration, a thing will be represented by a rectangle. 
Furthermore, the name of the thing will be written in this rectangle. One such 
thing is an arbitrarily chosen organism: 

B 
The environment is contained in this representation, because everything inside 
the rectangle belongs to the organism. Everything outside it does not belong 
to the organism and therefore, according to the agreement, répresents the 
environment. 

But because the environment too forms a 'thing', i.e. the entirety of all the 
things that do not belong to the organism, we cao also represent the environ
ment by a rectangle. Now the rest of the sheet of paper na longer functions as 
the symbolic representation of the environment: 

environment 

This configuration represents only part ofwhat we cao observe about organisms 
and ofwhat is described in sentences (1), (2), and (3). A change in the environ
ment wiH exert an inftuence on the organism - for instance, if the light fades it 
will become dormant - and, conversely, the organism inftuences its environ
ment: it takes up certain things from the environment - it eats - and after some 
time it expels things - it excretes (solids, ftuids, and gases). As aresuIt, the 
environment too is changed. 
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We shaU now agree to use an arrow to represent the effect of a change in the 
environment on the organism: 

organism ,.. I environment I 
The reciprocal situation, i.e. the influence of the organism on its surroundings 
causing a change in its environment, willlikewise he symbolized byan arrow: 

organism I_"__...~I environment I 

Now the graphic model is rounded, both literally and figuratively. Why this is 
so wiJl he explained in the next paragraph. 

How the basic model works 

Since an arrow represents an event, i.e. 'something' ftows from one thing to 
another, the concept 'change' is automatically included in this diagram. 
Similarly, the 'constancy' of tbis relationship is also included in the permanent 
nature of the drawing. This drawing is consequently more than a deliherately 
constructed coUection of symbols; hecause (with due observance of the agree
ments about rectangles and arrows) it may he said to function, it is a model. 
By comparing this graphic model with the verbal model formed by sentences 
(1), (2), and (3), you will he able, perhaps after a little practice, to see that both 
models descrihe the same event. 

This drawn model is highly generalized, it does not refer to a particular or
ganism or one particular species and it also does not say anything about par
ticular changes and interactions. But although it does not do this, it neverthe
less in essence tells more than it seems to. Despite the fact that it looks so simpie, 
it bas predictive power. For if we allow this model to function in our mind, by 
regarding it with observance of the agreements we have made a sequence of 
changes follows, such as: 

The environment changes;
 
this change affects the organism;
 
the organism changes;
 
this change affect& the environment;
 
the environment changes;
 
this change affects the organism;
 
and so on.
 

Thus, this model predict!o the possibility of the occurrence of a circular course, 
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a cyclic process which starts with a change in either the environm.::nt or the 
organism. If, keepiog this result in mind, we look at real organisms, we see that 
such processes do indeed occur. To give an example: 

X comes to work in a state of irritation. His colleagues (X's environment) 
notice this and hecome fidgety, which makes X even more irritable. This goes 
on until X can no longer stand it. He gets up and leaves, banging the door after 
him. 

Here we have a cyclic process ending in a small explosion. 
Theform of the cyclic process in this example (the explosive course) is not 

included in our graphic model, but the cyclic process as such is present in it. 
This is even directly visible: the graph contains a loop. As aresuIt, this model 
has more force than the verbal model in which the words and sentences follow 
each other, neatly arranged on the basis of the pertinent rules. The verbal 
model is limited by this linguistic structure, which obscures it and makes it 
more difficult to think through. The graphic model makes the consideration in
dependent of the time required to read the verbal model and of the structure 
of our sentences, and this makes the structure easier to distinguish and the 
processes easier to follow. 

The word'process' has meanwhile crept into these considerations, indieating 
something which takes place in time, something that happens. Such a process 
ean he indieated, but the one to whom it is indicated must expend time to fol
low and comprehend it. A thing ean simply he indicated. 

Considerations such as those given here conceming the difference in power 
hetween graphic and verbal models also apply to mathematical modeIs. With 
due observance ot the agreements made regarding the mathematical symbols, 
changes in time can he represented easily and precisely and he perceivable at a 
glance. It is impossible to represent such changes in time solely by the use of 
words (try to descrihe verbally the path in space and time of a stone thrown 
away or of a car when you brake suddenly). In fact, the use of diagrams and 
symbols as done here is already mathematics. 

Systems 

The graphic model we have discussed consists of two rectangles - the things 
and two arrows - the relationships (changes, their direction and their effect). 
In our consideration the model functions hecause it represents processes, effects 
of one of the things on the other, or the reverse, or a cyclic process. We call a 
functioning whole of this kind, which consists of things that are interrelated 
with each other, a system. 

Up to this point we have considered organisms and their environment, for 
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which we made a general model. In the same way we can consider groups of 
organisms, their interactions, and the relationships with their environment of 
such groups (a herd, a colony, a society or state). Closer study also reveals 
sub-systems in organisms, for instanee the living eeUs. These parts of organisms 
are in constant interaction with surrounding eeUs and with the intereeUular 
Duid. In 1859, Claude Bemard gave this extraeeUular Duid the paradoxical name 
milieu interne (intemal environment). A very good name, which gives the local
ization of the Duid exactly: in the organism, around the eeUs. To distinguish the 
environment outside the organism from the intemal environment, Bemard 
called the former the milieu extérieur, the extemal environment. A graphic 
representation of this complex system would look like this: 

organism 

internal external 
eell 

environment environment 

[n this representation the relationships between the innermost and outermost 
systems are not indicated. As aresuIt, the whole does not function, and this 
graphic representation therefore constitutes a scheme and not a model. 

Complex systems and their investigatioD 

Organisms are things which are in constant interaction with their environment 
and which show a relatively high degree of stability in the constantly changing 
environment. They not only reproduee, grow, and develop (as aresuIt ofwhich 
a species shows a high degree of stability) but also nact to changes in the en
vironment: they avoid or compensate for disturbing influenees, they defend 
themselves, and they repair themselves (and possibly each other). To do all 
these things they take from their environment both nourishment (nutrients and 
energy) and information about the state of the environment. They affect their 
environment in ways that we call purposeful and goal-directed. 

Things that behave as just described, we call living. And the sciences that 
are concemed with these living things and combinations of them, we call the 
life scienees. Taken in this sense, the term life scienees covers all research on 
organisms and on organizations composed of organisms, a field which embraees 
at one extreme the biological scienees (the study of plants and animals) and at 
the other extreme the social scienees (the study ofthe structure and functioning 
of large organizations formed by people). 

The complex structure and activity of organisms and their relationships with 
comparabIe organisms a!> a result of which they form part of still more complex 
organizations, distinguish them from the normal research subjects in classical 
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physics and chemistry and make tbem correspond with the automatons, com
puters, factories, and man-machine systems in the technica1 sciences. 

Within tbese sciences the systematic investigation of constructed systems led 
to tbe origination of systems tbeory (as weil as to parallel developments in the 
biologica1 and economic sciences). The use and development of this approach 
pushed the life sciences ahead of the classical physica1 and chemica1 approaches 
(which are incorporated into the life sciences). 

Tbe life science that is concemed with the functioning of living organisms is 
ca1led physiology. Within this field of research, sub-sciences have formed that 
are concemed witb certain sub-systems, for example molecular genetics (the 
study of the structure and function of tbe molecules responsibie for the trans
mission of hereditary characteristics and which control tbe development of the 
organism), biochemistry (which is main1y concemed with the chemical sub
systems of organisms), biophysics (tbe study of tbe physical characteristics of 
relatively simple sub-systems), and cell biology (in which tbe cells themselves 
are the object of study). At present, physiology is restricted mainly to tbe study 
of complex sub-systems in organisms, which is an extremely large and largely 
untouched field. The terms control and regulation occur frequently in articles 
and books on physiological subjeets, and there is increasing contact with other 
sciences concemed with control, regulation, communication, and computation, 
that is, witb the technical sciences and psychology - and in the future, according 
to expectation, witb tbe social sciences. 

To illustrate the importance of the systems approach, in the second part 
(homeostasis, etc.) I shall work out a very simple regulatory system on the 
basis of systems providing for the constant temperature and composition of tbe 
intemal environment. As you will see, even this simple approach provides a 
great deal of insight into tbe functioning of this type of system as weU as into 
the disease processes that can occur in such systems. But this approach is not 
only important for physiology; it has equal value for otber systems (among 
tbem socia! systems) - as tbe physiologist Cannon pointed out as early as 1932. 

All living things function by model formation 

You have now seen how a biological model originates, as it were, 'spontaneous
ly' (and this is in no sense limited to biologica! models). Every description that 
is involved in the interaction witb the descrihed system is in essence a model of 
that system. Such a description of something - whether that something is a 
biological sub-system or a relationship hetween nations - opens the interaction 
of the describer witb that something. Ir this does not occur, tbe description is 
invalid and must he rejected. In this description the power to act is contained, 
a power which can vary from being able to count, on the one hand, to the govem
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ing, even the control, of entire nations on the other. In the last case the model 
ofthe situation to be controlled cannot he completely verbalized - we then often 
speak of an intuitive or ingenious approach - and is therefore itself incomplete, 
so that it u1timately fails. This is certainly the case for the excessively simpIi1ied 
model formation involved in control by dictatorships. 

What is this mysterious power the model possesses? Physiology can begin to 
answer this question. How does the brain 'know', for instance, that the foot is 
touched? Because a signal is sent from the toot to the brain? It is, but that is not 
enough. The brain appears to work with a functional model of the surface of 
the body. 

The most important body surfaces (i.e. of the hands, the face - particularly the 
lips and the area around them - and the feet) occupy a large place in this model, 
the remaining surfaces a smaller one. Our muscles are functionally represented 
in the same way, again according to their importance for the organism. We 
find this kind of representation in our cerebellum too, and in other neutral 
structures. Thus, to return to our example, if the foot is stimulated because 
someone steps on it, the signaIs sent to the brain wiII activate the cells that 
represent the foot in the region that modeIs the body-surface area of the foot. 
In another part of the brain (the 'visuaI brain') we find cells whose activity 
signaIs a straight line; ther.e cells represent this kind of line, other cells parallel 
Hnes or an angle between two Hnes. There are probably - still unidentified 
cells that become activated when a letter or some other pattern is seen. All these 
activities represent certain processes, and through their representation form a 
model for the process in question, one which is used in further activity. This is 
not a trivial matter. Where in nature - things not formed by our hands - do we 
find straight lines, parallel lines, and angles between two straight lines? Can we 
work and live just because we analyse and rework everything by means of the 
formation of often abstract but effective modeis? 
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The word table forms a model for a tabIe, and evokes a table in your mind as 
weU as mine. You 'see' a table before you, your model 'tabIe' is activated. Is 
this pure hocus pocus or have we stumbled over an essential aspect of our exis
tence? To my way of thinking, it is related to the old question about 'reality'. 
What is reality? That which is effective, no more and no less. Take telepathy. 
Even though telepathy has long attracted attention, the man has not yet been 
born who, feeling sick, would think of getting in touch with his doctor by telep
athy. No, he uses a messenger or he reaches for the telephone, because that is 
effective. Only in unverifiable matters in which the telephone or direct transport 
does not help would he possibly - and that would depend on his sense of reality, 
his is-it-effective? sense - resort to telepathy. This is a kind of model that is 
apparently ineffective: a fiction. Only that which can be 'modelled' is effective, 
and we can work and live only because we make models, not only in theory or 
daily practice (although we are rarely conscious of doing so) but also because of 
the processes in us which work on the basis of model formation. Our brains 
and those of animals - continually form models of, and in interaction with, 
their environment, and anything which is not effective is discarded. We do this 
consciously too, and then we call it science or technology or statecraft, or any 
name your interests or professional field would lead you to apply. When pro
cesses are guided, the one who does the guiding forms a model of the process, 
tests it, and is then compelled to include it in the interaction with that process. 
Ifthis is not done, there can be no interaction. For living systems, processes and 
models of processes are both indispensable aspects of what takes place, and 
both are equally real when used together and equally fictive when separated. 
In short, the making of models is an essential characteristic ofliving organisms. 
Recently, this has been derived rigorously by Conant and Ross Ashby: every 
good regulator ofa system must contain a model of that system. Our braiu (and 
thus we ourselves) must function by the formation of models on pain of death. 

Homeostasis 

In the second half of the last century Claude Bernard discovered that the cells 
of our body are laved by a fluid. He called this fluid the internal environment. 
In the following the term blood will often be used to denote this fluid, although 
it is not entirely correct to do so. From this fluid the cells take the substances 
they require to function, and to it they return their products and wastes. Claude 
Bernard also discovered that the characteristics of this fluid - its temperature 
and composition - are kept constant within narrow limits. The body tempera
ture of warm-blooded organisms varies little, despite wide fluctuations in the 
temperature of the external environment. And regardless of the variation in the 
amount of nutrients taken from the food or of the substances produced by the 
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eells, the coneentration of salts and other chemical substanees in the blood 
shows little variation. How is this possible? 

As early as the eighteenth century, Seguin and Lavoisier came to the conclu
sion that regulatory systems must he present in organisms to preserve 'the ba
lanee ofthe animal economy'. But it was not until the heginning ofthis century, 
after the First World War, that the physiologist Cannon introdueed tbe con
cept of the regulatory system in a form that could he used for the description of 
systems providing for the constant composition of the internal environment, 
which is a neeessary prerequisite for the ability of organisms to function. For 
this regulation he introduced the term homeostasis. Following Cannon, we 
shall call regulatory systems that keep a given state as constant as possible, 
homeostatic systems. In the field of physiology it was only after the Second 
World War, that the possibility of quantitative computation, based on methods 
known for control engineering, became more widely known. This was the result 
of the publication in 1948 by Wiener, a mathematician, of a book entitIed 
'Cyhernetics, or ControI and Communication in the Animal and the Machine', 
in which he showed that this application greatly increases our understanding 
of the processes occurring in the human body. 

Homeostatic systems 

When a eertain state such as the body temperature or the level of a substanee 
in our blood is kept constant in spite of loads and disturbanees, it is evident 
that this state of the process in question is controlled by something. By a system 
in close interaction with tbis proeess. The general interaction model developed 
before can therefore he applied here in this way: 

sub_ system 
of the process 

organism 

But tbis must now he worked out further. Sinee the state of the process is kept 
roughly constant despite disturbances, the organism must possess organs with 
which the process requiring control can be observed continuously. These organs 
we call sensors (literally: feelers) or, in tecbnology, transducers. 

process 
~ 

~ 

ïi 
~ 

~ Thus, there are sensors that constantly take (measure) and transmit the body 
: temperature, and others that continuously register the concentration of a given 
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substance in the blood and transmit the data they obtain. In other words, a 
sensor is a coding apparatus. A temperature sensor (in our jargon a thermo
receptor) takes the temperature (x) of the process, and according to whether 
the temperature (the input x of the sensor) is higher or 10wer (in which case x 
is 1arger or smaller, respective1y) the sensor will report this change to the 
organs !bat will process this information. The quantity reported, the output y of 
the sensor, is a measure for the input quantity x, and differs in nature from x 
(hence the term transducer). For a temperature sensor, x is the temperature of 
the process and y is an e1ectrical signal. 

These different energetic stmctures of the process and of the signals (e.g. 
neat versus e1ectricity) will he indicat~d in this paper by the use of double and 
single arrows, respectively. The amplitudes will he indicated by means of 
algebraic symbo1s in circles. For our sensor, thus, we have: 

For other organs the output signal can also occur and he transmitted in chemical 
form. We then speak of chemical signals, chemicaI messengers, or hormones. 
Here too, the amplitude of the output signa1 y telJs something about the measur
ed quantity x. We can formulate this more strictly by saying that the value y of 
the signal at the output is a function of the state of x at the input of the organ. 
This relationship can he descrihed mathematically. To keep it as simp1e as pos
sib1e, we shal1 use the simplest mathematical function applicab1e to this case. 
We assume, therefore, that the output is proportional to the input: 

y = Kx 

in which K is a constant, the proportionality constant. K may have the value of, 
for instance, t or 1 or 9.4. Thus, it is a question here of simp1e muJtiplication. 
This constant Kis called the transfer factor of the sensor. And in the graphic 
representation we write Kin the rectangle representing the sensor: 

Which we again read as y = Kx; or put into words: for this sensor the output y 
is equal to K times the input x. 

Effectors 

The organism must also possess organs by which it controls the state of the 
processes that are regulated. We cal1 these organs the effectors (literal1y: do-ers) 
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or, in technology, actuators. When, for instance, the body temperature is in 
danger of dropping due to some disturbance, the organs producing heat receive 
orders (the input signals for these effectors) to increase heat production (the 
output variable), as a result of which the body temperature rises. Here again 
we see a difference in the form of energy at the input and output, for example 
an e1ectrical input signal and heat as the output variable. The size of the output 
is againa function of the value of the input signal. In its simplest form this 
relationship too can he described by a multiplication, the constant (K2 ) now 
being great~r than 1. Tbe signal itself does not require much energy, but con
siderable energy is produced at the output. For this power amplification a con
siderable source of external power must he available to the effector. We shall 
now indicate the transfer factor for the sensor by the index 1, giving Kl. 

The comparator 

How are the signals from the sensor processed and how is the effector control
led? The information from the sensor is sent via a channel or transmitter (the 
thin arrow) to a comparator. This apparatus compares this quantity with a 
quantity representing the desired state ofthe process. And since the comparison 
of two processes means that the difference between them is estimated, an ap
paratus that performs a simple calculation, i.e. a subtraction, will suffice. In 
engineering this kind of apparatus, the comparator, is symbolized by a circ1e, 
often with a cross in it. Because this would he confusing due to the agreements 
made for the duration of this paper, we shall use a square containing a cross. 
The comparator has two inputs, one for the feedback signal Yf (thejindicating 
feedback) from the sensor of the process and one for the quantity symbolizing 
the amplitude ofthe desired state, the reference input. For homeostatic systems 
that attempt to maintain a constant value for the controlled quantity of the 
process, we call this reference value the set-point x. (with the s of set-point). 

comparator 
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The actuating or error signa} at the output Ya (a for actuating) is equal to 
the difference hetween the set-point value X s and the feedback quantity Yf 
of the process (this is indicated in the graphs by the use of the sign Land 
the + and - signs). Written as an equation, this configuration reads: 

Ya = XS-Yf· 

The process 

Finally, the process itself. Like all processes, it is exposed to the influence of the 
environment, which disturbs it or makes demands on it (Xd' with the d for dis
turbance). The lower external temperature and its fluctuations influence the 
body temperature, and the e1fects of these influences must he corrected, which 
is done by the heat supply Ye (the c for control) from the effector. 

The regulated state Yr (the r for regulation) is equal to the sum of the load Xd 

and the actuation Ye: 

It is this quantity Yr which is registered and transmitted by the sensor. 
This notation can now he used to descrihe the functions of the sensor and the 

effector as: 

Yt = Kl . Yr and Ye = K z • Ya· 

List of agreements 

Now that all the parts of the system have been discussed, it will he useful to 
tabulate the agreements we have made. This will serve to refresh our memory 
hefore we approach the complete system. 
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o apparatus, organ 

o quantity 

1L ~
 organ with input and output 

======~> energy flow 

signal flow (which occurs over transmitters) 

-----lG)}-- signal flow with indication ofvalue and function (index) 

energy flow with indicated value and function (index) ---'8=-=> 

-$ comparator (two inputs, one output), the output signal 
being equal to the difference between the two input 
signals 

L = summation sign 

x = independent variabIe 

Y = dependent variabIe 

K = a constant 

x. = set-point 

Xd = disturbance or load 

Y, = regulated state 

Yf = feedback signal 

Ya = actuating signal 

Ye = control variabIe 

Kl = constant of sensor (feedback transfer factor) 

K2 = constant of effector (forward transfer factor) 
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The primitive homeostatic system 

So far, we have only included a few things: elements or organs which summate 
quantities (the comparator: a subtraction; and the process: a simple addition), 
organs which multiply quantities (sensor and effector), and transmitters for the 
signals. We have not taken into account delays in the transmitters via which the 
messages are sent (from sensor to comparator and from there to the effector) 
or the time required for an effector to reach a desired level of activity or for the 
process to reach the intended state. We shallleave these factors out ofconsidera
tion to avoid complicating our model, although the result will he a primitive 
model. This is not objectionable, however, hecause the model can always he 
adjusted. If we now combine the· parts we have discussed, we obtain the 
graphical model: 

Kl 
sensor 

L 
process Xd 

This system has a circular structure, a so-called closed loop. The forward 
path runs from the comparator over the effector - which must draw on a supply 
to deliver the required energy - to the process. The state of the process is re
ported to the comparator over the feedback path via the sensor. This is why 
this system is called a feedback control system. And because comparison is 
performed here (note the minus sign), the system is said to he a negative feed
back system. 

There are two independent variables, which are the inputs to the system: the 
reference value (set-point) x. and the load or disturbance Xd • The system output 
is the controlled or regulated state Yr' We can now calculate the value of the 
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(desired) regulated state Yr by letting the model function, and we can begin at 
any arbitrary point in the loop. 

sensor: Y/ = KIYr 
comparator: Ya = x.-Y/ 
together: Ya = x.-KIYr 
effector: Ye = K 2Ya 
together: Ye = K2 x.-KIK 2Yr 
process: Yr = Ye+Xd 
together: Yr = K2 x.-KIK 2Yr+ Xd 
thus: Yr(l +KIK 2 ) = K 2 x.+Xd 

K2 1
and therefore: Yr = x.+ X d 

1+KI K 2 1+KI K 2 

This equation, which describes the regulated state Yr as a function of the set
point x. and the load xd , forms the mathematical model of our primitive homeo
static system. You can now make your own test to see whether you have under
stood the foregoing, by performing the calculation ofYr starting at another point 
in the loop. 

Next, we shaH take a more detailed look at the behaviour of this kind of 
system on the basis of our graphic and mathematical models. For the reader 
who is not accustomed to handling equations 1 wish to stress again that no 
operations more complicated than multiplication, division, addition, and sub
traction are involved. But since these operations are included in the reasoning, 
it may seem more diffi",ult at first sight than it really is. Tbe maio difficulty lies 
in the circular structure of these systems, because the classical cause-and-effect 
relationship no longer holds (it applies only to open systems, i.e. without loops) 
and is only clarified by performing the calculation through the whole system, 
as has just been done. 

Refereoce input aod desired output 

It might be thought that the set-point x., the reference input, would be numeri
cally equal to the state aimed at for the process in this system. This is not the 
case unIess Kl = 1. The true reference variabie X., which is the desired output of 
the system, is that value of Yr for which Y/ = x._ Then, Ya = 0 and no cor
rection need be applied. Because now Yf = KIX.. then x. = KIy" and it 
follows from this that X. can be derived by solving Yr and taking it equal to X.: 

Thus, the desired output X. (the truc set-point) is equal to the reference input 
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X. (the given set-point) divided by the feedback transfer factor ofthe sensor Kl' 

If, in the equation for the entire system, we now write x. = Kl X. and take 
K = Kl K 2 (the loop gain, which we shall henceforth caIl the gain ofthe system), 
the mathematical model hecomes clearer: 

K 1 
Yr = l+K X s + l+K X d • 

On the basis of the graphic model and of the mathematical model derived 
from it, the characteristics of this system can now he derived and discussed. 
The fint !hing we see is that with this system the regulated state Yr of the process 
(the line Yr, controlled in the graph) gives a good approximation ofthe desired out
put Xl (K/(l +K) is only slightly smaller than 1 for larger values of K) and that 
the disturbance Xd is strongly suppressed by the factor 1+K. Because Yr is pro
portional to Xs and to X d , this type of system is called a proportiona/ contro/ 
system (there are other types of control systems as weIl). 

It is evident from all this that a model constructed with elements that are also 
present in the organism (sensors, effectors, comparators, and transmitters) does 
indeed have a regulatory effect. Tbe system provides for homeostasis, i.e. the 
approximate constancy of the state of a given process. This model, how~ver, 

represents the simplest homeostatic system conceivable, and as such it is found 
to he too simple when certain homeostatic systems are investigated; neverthe
less, for a description that is only intended as a first approximation it should he 
able to teIl us a great deal about this type of system and eVen have predictive 
value. 

Tbe activity of tbe effector 

When we take a closer look at the graphic model, we notice that the effector can 
do only one thing. Ifwe rememher the situation for temperature r~gulation, for 
instance, we know that one type of effector can either heat, and only that, or 
cool, and only that. At external temperatures Xd from roughly 0 to 30 oe, 
the body temperatureYr ofmammals is held at about 37 oe, so that the presence 
of a heat-producing effector is imperative. Dnder conditions of heavy work 
or high air temperatures, another effector is linked up (we sweat), so that the 
body can give off extra heat to the surroundings by means of the evaporation of 
water. For temperature regulation, therefore, the model must be expanded. 
You, reader, can do this yourself along the same lines, after having read the 
paper, by, for instance, activating the warming effector when Ya is larger than 
zero' and by linking up the cooling effector when Ya is smaller than zero. Tbe 
limitation to a single effector used here means that the system is either set to 
cope with loads Xd smaller than Xs (our example of the heat regulation with X. 
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equal to about 37 Oe) or to cope with loads Xd larger than Xs (for which, in 
our example, a cooling effector is required). We shall now examine the first of 
th~se situations. 

Tbe regolatory characteristic of tbe primitive system 

How does a proportional control system hehave which regulates for loads Xd 

smaller than the desired output Xs? It does not work for loads larger than X. 
and for such loads the state Yr ofthe process will he equal to state Xd of the en
vironment. Then the body temperature Yr will he equal to the external tempera
ture Xd' as can he the case for cold-blooded animals. The same occurs in warm
blooded animals when the effector is out of action, as a result of which K = 0 
(hihernation, anaesthesia). It we represent this graphically by plotting the 
regulated state of the process Yr on the Y axis and the load Xd on the x axis 
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Graph 1. The regulatory characteristic: graphical representation of the behaviour of the state 
Yr of a regulated process for various loads XI of that process. 
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(graph 1), we obtain the K = 0 line at a 4S degree angle through the origin: 
Yr = Xd for all values of Xd' For the regulator under discussion, this occurs 
only when Xd is larger than Xs ; in the graph this is shown by the drawn line for 
K = 0 at the upper right. 

It is also evident from the equation for Yr that the true set-point Xs is not 
reached (except for Xd = Xs )' The environmental temperature is usually lower 
than Xs , and therefore the body temperature willlie somewhat below this value. 
But the system keeps the body temperature within certain limits (the working 
range of the system). When these limits are exceeded, the process is seriously 
disturbed. This Hne for Yr as a function of Xd (Yr. controlled) does not run to the 
left indefinitely. In the Figure, arrows indicate the vertical distanee between the 
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Grapb 2. Regulatory cbaracteristics of tbe salt-concentration regulation of several aquatic 
animaIs. Tbe salt concentration Yr of tbe blood is plotted on tbe vertical ordinate and on tbe 
bOJ"izontal tbat of tbe surrounding water Xd (in freezing-points). Adapted after figs. 12, 13 

and 21 in Prosser. 
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line Yr = Xd (for K = 0) and the line Yr, çonlroUed' This distance indicates the size 
of the control variabIe i.e. the produetion Ye of the regulator (as you can check 
by calculating Ye and comparing the result with the calculated difference he
tween Yr, çonlrolled and Yr = Xd)' This production increases with decreasing values 
ot Xd and will he maximal, which is indicated by Ye, max' for a given value of xd• 

When Xd shifts further to the left (i.e. the environmental temperature becomes 
stilllower), the production Ye will not he able to increase any further and Yr 

(the body temperature) will drop according to the line Yr = Xd+Ye,max-

When Xd = X., the state Yr of the process is equal to the true set-point X. 
(this is the lowest point on the 45 degree line), as you can check by substituting 
Xd = Xs for Yr in the equation. 

For loads Xd smaller than Xs , the system will regulate and Yr will assume the 
values indicated by the equation derived above. For the regulation of our body 
temperature Kis roughlyequal to 9 and the resulting Hne is shown in the Figure, 
i.e. the thicker part of the line Yr, çonlroUed' 

Thus, the system has a regulatory effect for values of Xd lying hetween a low 
value of Xd (Xs,min) determined by Ye,max and Xd = ~. Within this proportion
ality range of the system, Yr does not vary greatly and lies hetween a minimal 
value (Yr, min) determined by Ye, max and Y~ = Xs , which is the working range 
of the system. Outside this range the system follows the state of the environ
ment directly or at a given distance (Ye.max). 

Some homeostatic systems in organisms 

If we now examine the behaviour of homeostatic systems in organisms on 
the basis of this prediction, we see that some systems do indeed behave in this 
way under varied loads: the already-mentioned thermostat (the system regulat
ing the body temperature) and also the systems in aquatic animals regulating 
the salt level in the internal environment. In the second graph the salt concen
trations of the blood are plotted vertically for various salt concentrations of the 
sUITounding water (horizontally) for several animal species. Since negative 
concentrations do not occur in nature, the regulatory characteristics of these 
systems end at Xd = O. 

We see from the second graph that the spider crab Maia has no regulatory 
system for the salt levels in the blood. The crayfish-like species Gammarus 
oceanicus has a very narrow proportionality range, and therefore its effector 
works less satisfactorily in fresh water (the lefthand part of the line does not 
run parallel with the K = 0 line). The heach crab Carcinus has a wide propor
tionality range and can control the salt level in its blood in fresh, brackish, and 
salt water. lts gain K is not so large (about 3), and therefore its blood concen
trations can vary rather widely (a large working range). The frog Rana does 
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not regulate in salt water but otherwise keeps the salt levels within narrow 
Jimits (K about 5). The eel has a very large proportionality range, and its 
system has a gain Kof 19. The line therefore is rather flat. Furthermore, this 
animal, which has the lowest set-point value Xs of all the species mentioned, 
also has effectors that can cope with loads Xd larger than X s ' 

Diseases 

On the basis of even this simple model, certain diseases can he predicted. We 
have already referred to overloading, and although the system itself is not 
directly affected under these conditions, the state of the process Y, lies outside 
the working range, which has consequences for the organism. We can see from 
the graph, for instance, that the effector of Gammarus does not work as weIl 
when there is an overload: the system breaks down. 

The effector can showanomalies as a resuJt of which its gain (K2 ) decreases 
and, in the worst case, even hecomes eliminated (K2 = 0). In this case the gain 
Kof the system is reduced. The set-point Xs does not change. From this point 
in the regulatory characteristic the line drops with a sharper slope to the left. 
Thus, for the same proportionality range the working range hecomes larger 
and the state y, of the process wiII vary more widely at variabIe loads. 

There can also he a decrease in the maximal capacity Ye, roax of the effector. 
This results in a reduction of the proportionality range. When in this case, the 
gain remains the same, the heavier loads that could originally he compensated 
for wiJl now take effect, which means that the organism has hecome more 
vuJnerabJe. 

When K2 hecomes zero, the forward path is eliminated. The process is no 
Jonger regulated, and follows the environment (the K = Oline). 

Besides disturbances in the forward path there can also he anomalies in the 
feedback path. When the gain of the sensor, Kl' hecomes smaller, the total gain 
K wiII also he reduced, as a result of which the regulated state Y, wiII again 
fluctuate more wideJy under variabIe loads but now the true set-point of the 
process (Xs) will also undergo changes (the given set-point Xs does not change). 
Because Xs = xs/Kl , Xs wiII become Jarger and shift upward and to the right 
along the K = 0 Jine. For the temperature-regulating system an anomaly ofthis 
kind results in a higher body temperature. When the feedback path is com
pJetelyeliminated (Kl = 0), then Yf = 0, and Y, = K2Xs> thus hecoming very 
large. The system no Jonger reguJates but is forced far outside its working range, 
which wiII result in the destruction of the organism as weIl as in the exhaustion 
of the energy supply of the effector. In all likelihood, the condition known as 
brain fever - which is very difficult to treat and, fortunately, very rare - in which 
the body temperature is severely elevated and remains very high until no further 
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heat can be produced, is the result of a pathological disturbance ofthe feedback 
path of the system responsibie for the regulation of the body temperature. 

This brain fever is very different from ordinary fever, for which it is now 
clear that in the brain the given set-point x. is reset at a larger value. As aresuit, 
the regulatory characteristic shifts as a whole upward to the right, and the mean 
body temperature rises. This situation occurs, for instance, with an infection, 
and the elevated temperature (fever) contributes to a more e1fective defence 
against the infection. Salicylates depress the raised set-point and thus reduce 
the fever. From all this it will be clear to you that in this way an effect is sup
pressed but that the cause of the fever (the infection) has not been abolished; 
quite the contrary: the organism is now more vulnerable and cannot fight the 
infection as effectively. This 'treatment' eliminates the body's reaction to the 
infection (the raising of the set-point x.). 

Lastly, changes can also occur in the comparator, for instance increased re
tardation in the system. One of the results of this delay is that the state of the 
process no longer remains stationary but begins to fiuctuate widely. To under
stand this, the model would have to be extended to include delays and inertia, 
which would take us beyond the scope of this introductory paper. 

Growth 

In newbom animals and humans many of the homeostatic systems are not yet 
completely developed. Research on the physiology ofgrowth, development, and 
aging is relatively new, but something can be said about them in this context on 
the basis of the regulatory characteristics determined by Kendeigh in young 
wrens. We can see from graph 3 that on the day of hatching, regulation of the 
body temperature does not occur. On the third day the first signs can be dis
tinguished, and starting on the sixth day there is distinct regulation. The true 
set-point X. is then set for 42°C, but both the gain K and the range of regulation 
are still restricted. The maximum capacity of the effector remains constant over 
a wide range. On the succeeding days the gain and the range show a distinct 
increase, and at the end of two weeks the system functions at full strength with 
K = 9 and a proportionality range of 30 degrees Celsius. The working range 
then cOVers 3 degrees Celsius. From the curves for the ninth and subsequent 
days it is also evident that the maximal output Yc, max of the effector drops when 
the body temperature decreases under an increasing load. This dependence 
would have to be included in a better model. 

Concloding remarks 

Closed-Ioop systems occur frequently in both organisms and technical systems. 
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Graph 3. Regulatory characteristics for the body temperature of a young bird. Horizontal 
ordinate: environmental temperature Xd in °Celsius; vertical ordinate: body temperature Yr 
in degrees Celsius. The age of the bird is indicated as number of days after hatching. Adapted 

after Kendeigh (fig. 95 in Prosser). 

We are schooled to think exclusivdy in terms of open systems, in one-way 
cause-effect relationships. The activity of the circular structures encountered 
cannot he understood on that basis. At present, the term 'feedback' is often 
heard in public discussions; it is used as a kind of magic cure-alI, without any 
notion whatsoever of its (often dangerous) implications. In this paper the 
structure and properties of the simplest feedback system possible are discussed. 
Without such a model it is quite impossible to understand the characteristics of 
organisms or of social group structures. For instance, the maintenance of con
stancy of the internal environment, or the capacity of the organism to move in 
its surroundings, or ofan organization to work towards some goal. And only on 
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the basis of modeIs of this kind can phenomena such as fever, dysregulations, 
and the eifects of overloads be understood and corrected. And this is even more 
critical for the time-dependent phenomena that are not treated here except the 
explosion mentioned in the beginning. This explains why such modeIs are now 
included in the curricula of students in biology and medicine. 
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